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ABSTRACT
Encryption is to reorganize the message into discrepancy form
so that the message is keep secret. The goal of encryption is to
give an easy and inexpensive means of encryption and
decryption to all authoritative users in possession of the
suitable key and difficult and expensive means to estimate the
plain text without use of the key. The Baptista proposed a
Chaotic Encryption technique, which seems to be much better
than traditional encryption methods used today. Chaotic
encryption is the new trend of cryptography. It makes use of
chaotic system properties such as sensitive to initial condition
and lot of information. It is possible to encrypt a message (a
text composed by some alphabet) using the Ergodic property
of the simple low-dimensional and chaotic logistic equation.
But it still has several problems, such as slow in speed and
suffering from floating point operations and has less security.
This paper is to overcome these problems with dynamic loop
up table.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Chaos is the set of disordered states. When chaos is used in
the secret writing it is called as chaotic cryptography. Chaotic
cryptography is the excitatory research area to develop a fast
and secure cryptosystem. In recent years the use of chaos in
cryptography attracted the researcher, mathematician and
scholars to replace the conventional cryptographic algorithms
with the chaotic cryptographic schemes. The chaotic systems
and cryptographic algorithms have many similarities that
make it possible to encrypt the information using the chaos
that is also randomized. In last two decades chaos is used to
design the secure communication in two ways. First is secure
analog communication and second is digital chaotic
cryptosystem. This scheme describes the digital chaos only
and digital chaos is used as the chaotic cryptography.
Cryptography is a mathematical formulation to perform the
secret writing. There are two type of cryptographic schemes
based on the use of keys as symmetric key cryptography and
asymmetric key cryptography. Based on the size of plain text
processed at a time, cryptography has two types as stream
cipher and block cipher. In this symmetric stream cipher using
chaos (Chaotic stream cipher) is mainly focused.

2. RELATED WORK
In 1998, a scheme was given by Baptista [6] based on ergodic
chaos cryptographic property of symmetric encryption. This
property shows the similar allotment for any input for
unchanging control parameters. The initial seed or control

parameters were utilized as a secret key in all the above
chaotic cryptosystem [6, 21]. This scheme provides a logistic
map as a chaotic source. Here logistic map is divided that
range different output in different interval. Consider a plain
text having N diﬀerent characters set{Ca1,Ca2,...CaN}, use a
one to one onto mapping fN : Xt = {X1,X2,...,XN}←→ At =
{Ca1,Ca2,...,CaN} to associate the N diﬀerent ∈ intervals with
N diﬀerent characters. Given a plain text T = {t1,t2,...,ti,...}(ti
⊂ At).
In 2001 method given by Baptista chaotic cryptographic
scheme was examined by Li et. al. [11]. These systems were
elevated to a susceptible behavior analysis attack and these
parameters used in that method are guess by intruder. The
possible type of attacks in chaotic cryptosystem is cipher text
only attack, chosen cipher text attack, chosen plain text and
known plain text are possible [11]. After examined it, they
planned to use complex mapping rather than simple mapping
to increase security.
In 2002, a modified version of Baptista [6] chaotic cipher
given by K.W. Wong [21] and compare this method to
Baptista’s method. After examined it he found that the method
given by Baptista is very slow by doing many comparison and
this scheme was unsecure to access. K.W. Wong planned a
new method with the look-up table. In this method table was
updated vigorously updated via exchanging the related
symbols between two intervals [21]. Look-up table values are
initializing to character ASCII values. The look-up table will
be updated after encrypting and decrypting each block of plain
text. So plain text will update after each step and it is more
secure. By using this scheme, weakness of the previous
formula can be removed which have been updated. By
updating the formula next position of the symbols is about two
times mod N of previous index. So it is typical for intruder to
access the next position of characters.
In 2003 Encryption scheme of Baptista were examined by
Alvarez et. al. [2]. after examined he analyze that Baptista’s
system is weak cryptosystem because in this he found three
types of cryptographic attacks i.e; one-time pad attack (chosen
plain text), entropy attacks and key recovery attacks [2].
In 2005, Pareek et. al. [13] designs a new symmetric
encryption system using multiple chaotic sources. They
proposed that instead of using one chaotic map multiple one
dimensional chaotic maps [13] as logistic map, cubic map,
sine map, exponential map, tent map etc. can be used. In this
cryptosystem they use three look-up tables as first map table
that has control parameter and map number, second for map
number and initial condition and third for character block
number, map number and associated number of iterations for
iterating map [13]. After getting the all the associated
information, iterate the map for the associate fix number of
iteration and then get cipher text for each plain character using
Eq. [13] Ci = (Pi + ĻXnew * 105˩) mod256 The plain text from
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cipher text is taken as Eq. [13] Pi = (Ci + 256 – ĻXnew * 105˩)
mod256.
In 2006, Xiao et. al. [22] simplified the updating formula as
Eq. 2 * I mod N ≤ J ≤ 2 * I + 1 mod N by using dynamic lookup table of Wong [21] here J is used as next index position of
Ith symbol and N is the plain text space.
In addition there are third, fourth and fifth digits of the current
value of x are included for dynamic updating of look-up
entries. These could enhance security of dynamic look-up
table and Baptista’s algorithm efficiently.
In this case Ith indexed entry will be interchanged with Jth
entry using Eq. J = (I + 3rd digit * 100 + 4th digit * 10 + 5th
digit) mod N Here N is the total possible symbols in the plain
text.
In 2007 Wei et. al [20] analyzed the proposed scheme and
observed that in proposed scheme the dynamic updating
mechanism is vulnerable because the updated values for two
different plain text are same for the same key means it is only
dependent on key [20]. It is vulnerable to known plain text
attack. They proposed a remedy for it that updating of seed
values, number of required iteration etc. should be dependent on
the plain text.

This scheme also uses a fully updated dynamic look up table,
in which the entries as well as the associated interval are also
updated for every encryption and decryption operation for a
character. The update in the dynamic look up table is done
using second logistic map using the previous character index
value to make it dependent on the plain text as well as on key.

4. PROPOSED WORK
Encryption scheme is used as :
1. Take a 160 bit key as K0 K1K2...........K159
2. Consider two logistic map in two steps [14] initially for
encrypting data and secondly for updating the look-up table
xn = r1*xn-1(1-xn-1)
xn = b1* xn + (1- b1)* xn-1
yn = r2 *yn-1(1- yn-1)
yn = b2 *yn + (1- b2) * yn-1
3. Fix control parameter r between 3.86 to 4.
4. Take keys as Eq

= ∑ ki /2i+1

x0

In 2008, Ariffin et. al. [5] proposed a chaotic encryption system
that was modified version of the Baptista’s cryptosystem [6]. In
this cryptosystem they use a secret invertible matrix with the
original Baptista’s cryptosystem. The encryption procedure was
as: Get the total possible symbols in plain text. For example S4 =
{s1,s2, s3, s4} and take their decimal representation and
associated interval as in mapping table 3.1 [5] .(a) Take the plain
text of length m as P = s1, s3, s2, s4, s2, s1, s4, s3. (b) Invertible
matrix key A and A−1 of K × K where m/k. (c) Divide the
plain text into k length blocks and get distorted plain text
using Dp = A ∗ P mod Here N is the possible symbols in the
plain text or phase space.
In 2009, Rhouma et. al [15] analyzed the modified Baptista
type chaotic cryptosystem using shared matrix secret key.
They observed that it was a not invertible chaotic encryption
scheme. So it doesn’t satisfy the basic requirement of
cryptography that the encrypted message should be decrypted.
They observed that it was also suffered with partial key
recovery attack [5]. They proposed it in invertible form as
Divide plain text into different vector sets Pj of equal length
kεN where j = 1,2,...,m/k and m is length of plain text.

i=0-63

yo = ∑ ki /2i-31

b1

= ∑ ki / 2i-73
i=74-127

b2

= ∑ ki / 2i-95
i=96

5. Remaining 32 bits of key will be used as Eq
KU1 = k128……………K135
KU2 = k136……………K143
KU3 = k144……………K151

Baptista's type symmetric encryption schemes have less key
space that is vulnerable to brute force attack. The behavior of
map gets varied with the change in values of control
parameter.

KU4 = k152……………K159

To overcome this problem the proposed scheme has large key
space of 160 bits and the value of control parameter is fixed.
These resist the proposed scheme against the brute force
attack and analyzing the behavior. In this scheme two twostep logistic maps are used and the next initial condition is
also updated to make it independent from the previous value
of the seed.

( II)

i=32-95

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

This behavior makes it more vulnerable to behavior analysis
attack. In addition, these are also unsecured, as its present
value acts as a seed for next condition. This makes it easy for
an adversary to get into the next condition, as it has the
present initial condition.

(I)

( III )

6. After encrypting the block of data update the key by
discarding left 16 bit x0, then add the key KU1 and KU2 at the
last of new x0 and again get the new float initial condition x0.
Finally add this x0 to second logistic map output and build a
new initial condition for the first map. Left 16 bit y0 bit is
discarded and the key KU3 and KU4 are added at the last of
new x0. After all for the second map new initial condition for
y0 are retrieved.
7. Following parameters are updated as Eq.
KU1

=

KU1

KU2

KU4

KU2

=

(~KU1)

KU3

=

KU2 v KU3

KU4

=

KU1 v (~ KU2) v KU3

KU3 Ʌ KU4
(~ KU4)

( VI )
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8. The look-up table is updated by interchanging the entries
and getting new associative intervals for symbols depending
upon second map value received by iterating its value number
of times as the symbols in previous position as: jth entry will
be interchanged with ith entry using updating formula as Eq.
j = ((i+(x-xmin/e*e2)*N) mod N

(V)

here,
e: interval
e2: the current value of initial parameter of second map
N: number of symbols in the plain text
Thus the associated interval will be
[xmin + i *e + e2, xmin + (i + 1)* e + e2)]

Fig 4.1 Lookup table
9. Dynamically updated look-up table is shown in the figure
4.1 which is enough secure here in this table there are N+1
intervals where N represents total number of symbols in the
plain text. Its values are calculated as Eq.
E = ( Xmax – Xmin ) / ( N+1)

( VI)

10. The next procedure is similar to original Baptista chaotic
cryptosystem as shown in the figure 4.2

Fig 4.2 Proposed encryption process

11. The process of decryption is similar to encryption as
shown in figure 4.2
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This scheme shows that the new position of the symbols is
purely dynamic so it has a secure dynamic lookup table. The
results also show that the initial condition in proposed scheme
is not same as previous iterated value. If a initial condition is
known to the adversary then it will be not use able to him
further because the next initial condition in dependent on
second logistic map, input plain text as well as the renaming
sub-keys. So adversary can't get the further exact plain text.

5.1 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The time required to perform encryption and decryption
operation is basis for performance analysis, Here selected key
values as “qwertyuiopasdfghjklz" and control parameter as r
= 3:997654321. Similarly in other schemes for initial
condition x0 = 0:5432280925102532 and control parameter r
= 3:997654321. For implemented proposed scheme calculated
the encryption and decryption time by using ten string of
different length as plain text input.

Fig4.4 Encryption time comparison

Fig 4.3 Proposed decryption scheme

5. IMPLEMENTATIOB & RESULT
Implementation of proposed scheme performed using Java
programming language. The implemented proposed scheme
using Java development kit (jdk 1.7.0) on windows platform.
System configuration consists of Intel Pentium dual core (1.86
GHz), CPU with graphic and 2 GB RAM. System has
Windows 7 ultimate operating system installed. The
implemented proposed scheme include three other chaotic
cipher as Baptista's chaotic cipher, Dynamic-lookup table
cipher and improved dynamic lookup table cipher for
comparison of results. Different initial conditions, different
control parameter, and feedback factor values with different
plain text has been used for the testing purpose of the propose
scheme. Then some same type of values is taken for proposed
scheme as well as other implemented chaotic cryptographic
schemes for comparison of results and performance. As the
proposed scheme has 160 bit long key so it requires 2160 total
number of key combination that will years to test all key
combination. So it is resist against brute force attack.

Fig 4.5 Decryption time comparison
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7. CONCLUSION
With the advent of technology chaotic cryptography is gaining
a great attention by researchers all around. The ease of having
a secure, randomized and fast cryptosystem has developed to
great extent. Here with this proposed scheme time for
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encryption and decryption operation has been reduced. The
particular scheme is resistant to key recovery attack,
Brute−force attack and behavior analysis attack. The data
confidentiality, security, integrity and authenticity are
maintained by using distance parameter and execution time.
Here Hamming code distance shows more avalanche effect on
comparison with existing system. Time required performing
the encryption and decryption operation is the basis for
analysis of performance. Thus a secure and fast cryptosystem
is used in order to secure our information and data security.
The proposed scheme has been tested only for text
information. The testing via other type of information like
images, videos etc can be implemented in future using chaotic
hash function.
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